
Researcher probes deep secrets to boost 몭sh stocks
Sara Meij · 13:25, Jan 18 2017

Maren Wellenreuther's face beams with enthusiasm when she talks about her research at Plant
and Food's port o몭ce in Nelson.

The senior scientist who joined the research institute two years ago, she is focussed on
developing new 몭sh species for aquaculture.

In the past two years, she has developed a method to successfully breed New Zealand native 몭sh
species commercially. 

Her research focused on snapper, but she said her aim for the next 몭ve years was to adapt the
method to other New Zealand native species.

READ MORE: 
* Sustainable snapper piped out to sea 
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Nelson Plant and Food senior scientist Maren Wellenreuther.
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* Sustainable snapper piped out to sea 
* Sparks 몭y over proposed Marlborough Sounds recreational 몭shing park  
* Southern snapper seek out warmer temperatures  

"We've bred cattle and such but I guess there was never really a need to breed 몭sh because there
was an abundance in the sea.

ADVERTISEMENT

"That is now changing."

Wellenreuther said one of the highlights of the past year was receiving a Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment grant of almost $5.5 million to
research accelerated breeding for enhanced seafood production.

Growing up in Germany, she said her father instilled a love for biology in her from a young age. 

"We would walk through the forest and he would point out and name trees and insects."

She decided to become a biologist when she was 15. "I never changed my mind and never
regretted it."

She was studying for her masters degree in reef 몭sh ecology in Australia she 몭rst came to New
Zealand on a Christmas break in 1999. 

"A friend of mine was studying at Auckland University. I arrived at the airport and we went straight
to the Christmas party [at the university] and I met my husband.

"My 몭rst day in New Zealand tied me to New Zealand for the rest of my life."

Wellenreuther 몭nished her PhD on the evolutionary ecology of triple몭n 몭sh, New Zealand's most
abundant reef 몭sh, at Auckland University. 

"It was a fun PhD and I got to see so much of the country under water as well as on land.

"I got to dive all around New Zealand, from the Three Kings [islands] to the Fiordland, Stewart
Island. We would] look at them, actually record where they are, just to understand the factors that
has led to their diversity."
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She said she had travelled many countries around the world but loved Nelson.

"[It's] superb, being here with little children, being able to cycle to work, which I love. Nelson is big
on science, you can do great science and have a great lifestyle.

"That ticks a lot of boxes." 
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I'm sure that she is doing a great job but how good would it be to improve the health of the marine environment to the
point that fish numbers return to those of 50 years ago. Match that with fisheries management based on abundance
and we could have a first class fishery for recreational and commercial sectors. It can be done but requires a mindshift
by those directly involved.

fishforlife

it can be done with some fishery's quite easy. the Canterbury bight inshore fishery is now at that stage with
elephant gurnard and flat fish through good management and voluntary closes of area's and time limits for
fishing. the fish to have the ability to breed and thrive. we are now reaping the rewards. it's only going to get
better too as long as we continue doing what we do
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That sounds very positive. In the case of Tasman Bays it also means that distructive bottom contact
fisheries like dredging and trawling should be banned permanently. It is up to the industry to come
up with better harvest methods.
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Act now to beat the water shortage: • Install a rainwater tank (resource consent fees
waived). • Maintain your tank (check guttering is clear). • Install water saving devices
(shower head/taps). • Install a water sensor to monitor your usage.

Information relating to the use of 몭reworks Fireworks, Guy Fawkes bon몭res and sky lanterns Fireworks
are dangerous and pose a high 몭re risk. You must make sure you are using them safely. Page Content
Where you can light 몭reworks You can light 몭reworks on private property: from 5pm to 10.30pm every

Hi Neighbours, Auckland uni students have spoken out against on-campus exams this year as their
overseas counterparts will be able to check notes while they will not be able to. Those international and
domestic students remaining in New Zealand will be completing their exams under supervised

Due to the long weekend, the council's kerbside collections will be one day later from 26 – 31 October.
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An Exquisite Estate, on Acreage.
Henderson Valley, 789 Scenic Drive
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